Compactifications determined by subsets of C∗(X)  by Ball, B.J. & Yokura, Shoji
It is W& k&Wir thM4!tWe cbrhpactification f a corr@etely regular space X can be generated, 
via a T#hMhOffttyQ@ embedding, by some suitabJy chosen subset of C*(X). Different subsets 
nMy.,giVe _r%e_ tckec@v~en~~timgw~tication% n@ we are conc,erned with the problem of finding 
a& s~?bts of c*(X) w$?h y&Id a given 6ompactification aX. The problem is easier if generalized: 
w s8y &at a %uliset F CS rC*[x] “~~krmines’” the eompactifitition & if aX is the smallest 
cPmpac,ti&ratiron t,b~Whi~h2~vory, &mmt of %-errten&, and give a simple necessary and sufficient 
eon+t&n.for #?&$@~?;a given cx?n@kt@Wion aX. A number of sufficient conditions for 
my a&s td &t@inhe the 8-e eom$a$fir@ion are’given, a& the relation between sets which 
deter&e, k# irad those M&h generate u.X -(via an embedding) is considered. Generally, a 
mu& %n&u+ set .af fun&m is muired to determine & than to generate it; the number 
need@ ‘to determine_& $8 :never more than the weight of aX -X, while the number equired 
to gem& it is, if infinite, equai to the weight of aX, 
t 
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A tmnpuctifiation of a tolpological space X is a pair (a, Y), where Y is a compact 
Iiausdorff qace and a : X -0 Y-is an embedding of X onto a dense subspace of Y. 
Tiiih: ‘cr;brrigaktiMiti~n - (ii, 39 of X is u&ally denoted by arX Frequently, X is 
MeMUWi with(X); 96 thrcrt X c: aXS and in this &se it is understood that QI is the 
iticlusion~@~ We wi@r follow this convention throughout. 
F& &i@acti!katiOna txX, +$X of X, larX s YX means that there is a map h : CUX + 
7X: such that h w - y (i.e., k IX is the identity). If h can be chosen to be a 
homeomor@hism, then Crux and TX are said to be equivalent. If one does not 
distinguish between ‘equivalent compaetifieations, then the class K(X) of ~11 com- 
p~ctifkations’of+X is a set and is P;artkhy ordered 
We as&m% “at the outset that ati lspaeei; considered are completely regular and 
aces that hav6 co 
As usual, C*(X) denotes the set of all bounded continuous functions fr@‘n x t0 
FOr each f~ C’*(X), If will denote a closed interval in R contahklg f(x). For 
each subset F of C*(X), ire let taF denote the product of the spa~$$_ &‘/@z} and 
eF : x + pF the eoaluation mup of F, defined by the condition &(A$~ &&8f$ip each ’ 
x E x, f E F. If eF is an embedding, then the closure of e&x) in & is acompactification 
of X; this compactifirAtion isdenoted by e&Y and will be said to be gmmtted by 
F. We let if(X) denqte the collection of all subsets F of c*(X) for which ep is an 
embedding. 
For each subset F of C*(X), let K(F) denote the subset of K(X) consisting of 
all compactifications of X to which each element of F can be extended, If K(F) 
has a smallest element arX (with respect o the order s), then c&X will be said to 
be determinea’ by.F and will be denoted a&K It easily follows from Theorem 2.18 
of [ 1, ] that if K (X) has a greatest lower bound aX, then CUX & K(X). It is known 
([8]; see [ 1, Theorem 2.191) that if X is locally compact, then every nonempty 
subset of K(Xj has a greatest lower bound, and hence every subset of C*(X) 
determines a conrpactification of X. This is not true in general, howt%er, and we 
iet 9(X) denote the collection of all subsets of C*(X) which det&mine com- 
pactifications ofX. It is easy to show that if F E S(X), then F E 9(X) and q&X = e&K 
A subset F of C*(X) is said to separate poirats if for every pair of distinct points 
a, b E X, there is some f~ F for which f(a) # f(b), and to separate pchts or?d closed 
sets if for every point p of X and every closed subset A of X not containing p, 
there is an f~ F’ such that f(p) 16 f(A). We let 3’(X) denote the collection of all 
subsets of C*(X) which separate points and closed sets. It is well known that if 
FE Y’(X), then kF is an embedding. Hence we have Y(X) c $(X)C a(X); in 
general, both inclusions are proper. An “internal” characterization of the members 
of ‘is(X) has been given by Mrowka [9, Theorem 2.11 and by Engleking [5, p. 122, 
Problem 2.3.D]. 
For every aX E K(X), let C, denote the set of all functions in C*(X) which can 
be extended to CUX, and let V(X) = {Cm IGX E K(X)}. It is known [l, Theorem 2.103 
that C, c C,. if and only if CUX s yX, and hence Q!?(X), ordered by inclusion, is 
isomorphic to (K(X), 4. Moreover, each C, belongs to Y(X) and generates rrX. 
Wh!Ie Ca is thus the largest subset of C*(X) which generates arX (and therefore 
the largest which determines OX), there may be many other sets in Y(X) which 
generate the same compactification. The question of finding conditions, on sub$ets 
) which are necessary and sufficient for F and 0 to generette the 
iame compactification of X was posed by Chandler [l* p. 711, We addTess the 
question of when two subsets of C* ‘) determine the same compactification; since 
a set which generates a compactific on (0uX also determines t&K, this will answer 
the original ~ucstion as well. 
be the extension of f t 
et 
identity on X, If f s Cv, then fY en: : aX + W is an extension of ft and hence 
fy 0.~; =pl, We will also need,the well known dorct that $(cwX -X) = yX -A”. 
2. Wdeternnlplpg- e compa 
The basic' result of this section is Theorem 2.1. A related result, for the case in 
which F consists of a single function, was given by Chandler and Gellar [2, Theorem 
21, A similar condition was utilized by Dickman in [3] and in two unpublished 
tianuscripts, .“~axi&un <and minimum combactifications . . .” and “Com- I j r 
pactifmtions and real compactifications . . ?. > _ The property has also been used by 
Loeb [6], [7], again in a much more general setting. 
The authors’ original argument for Theorem 2.1 was defective in that it proved 
(as in [2]) only that (2) implies that K(F) has a minimal element, not a smallest 
one. We haveused an idea contributed by the referee to correct his deficiency. 
2.1. Theorem. Fat uny subset F of C*(X) and any campactification aX of X, the 
fob wing are equivalent: 
(1) F~g(X)andal_X=aX 
(2) F c C, and F” separates points of CYX -X. 
Proof, If FE 9(X) and afi = ax, then F c C* by definition. If y and z are distinct 
points of aX -X and 7 (y) =p(z) for every f E F, then the decomposition space 
aX/{y, t) is a compqctification o+ X9 strictly less than ax, to which every element 
of F extends, contrary to the definition of a& 
Conversely, suppose F c Ca ami F a Fsparates points of aX -X Let yX be an 
arbitrary element of K(F). Given p E yX -X, choose any point t E (rrc)-‘(p) and 
let q = v!(r). If y E (~rc)-‘(&, then for each f~ F we have 
Since F” separates points of ax-X, it follows that &y) = q, so y E (:rrt)-l(q). 
This shove that for each p E ?X -X, there exists a q E aX -X such that (n.!)-*(p) c 
(Ir$)-l(q); hence by Lemma 5.16 of [l], aX s yX. Thus aX is a lower bound for 
K(F) and since F c Co by hypothesis, aX G K(F). Hence aX is the smallest element 
(Fj), so FE B(X) and a 
not (1)) The followi 
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separates points of Ux -X. Much of the usefulness of Theorem 2.f;;%~wrs9~~ 
in the fact \,hat condition (2) implies that F&B(X). This is :in~por&nt ( hotig5r 
implicit) in .:ach of the following corollaries. 
hoof. Supl~~e y and 2 are distinct points of aX - X and ;tti A. Define a map 
k .~~(~~,~}-,Rbyh(z~=1+g”(y),andh(x)=g”(x)il[x~~u(y).Let~:~-+R 
be an extensioii of h and let f = 6 IX. It is ckear that f e F and p(y) #f(z), Wence 
F” separates points of aX -LX if and only if ga is l-1 on A n (aX -X), and the 
conclusion follows from Theorem 2.1. 
Note that if A is c*-embeddcd in X, it need only be assumed that g E C*(A). 
2.3. CoroUrry. Suppose A is GI compact subset of X und h : A +R is CPII arbitmry 
map.IfaXEK(X)andF=(fEC,:flA=h),thenar&=uX. 
Proof. Since A is compact it is closed in aX and hence h c8n be extended to a 
map &YX+R. If g=6lX, then geG,; since A is compact, A=AcX, so 
/I A (n.X 47) = d) and hence a& = aX by Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 9. If the map h in Corollary 2.3 is not a home~~morphism, then F dm 
not separate points and hence F& 8(X); in particular, S;‘x) is a propersubset of 
9(X) Aenever X contains more than one point. If h is B homeomorphism, then 
F necessarily separates points of X but may still fail to sc,parate points and closed 
sets (see the examples given in the proof of Corollary 3.6:~ 
Remark 2. The requirement in Corollary 2.3 that A be compact is essential, even 
if it is assumed that F E Y’(X). Ut, fol: example, X is embeddable in W, A =X, and 
h :A -) R is a bounded embedding;, then (h) ES Y(X) and generates the c05n- 
pact’eficstkq 7X = &h(X). If aX > yX, then F = (h) and a& = yX 76 ax, and if 
a,;?! -< -, _Y{ G&n F = #* 
3. Corollary 2.3 gives an affirmative answer to the following conjecture, 
dl,:-~ tub R. E. Chandler (private communication). Let {at} and {bJ be contained in 
CI) :r: :~ct subsets of X and W, respectively, and let F = VE C”(X) 1 f(& = bi}. !z 
Fl:: : ‘IX), then e& = /3X, 
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&@@f* Suppose y and ;z are di~thct points of arX -X .and let ?J be a neighborhood 
Of v.h~d&such tbt 0 c&s not contain p or z. I&t g : h[C- I] be a map such 
that R(Y) f 0 and g(Bd W) = 1. Define a map ?z from 0 u (A - U) u {z, p) into R 
byhihr, ~(fA-~)u’lzD=l, h(p)=2. Since on((A-U)uIz})cBdU and 
pd 0 u ((A - V) u (z}), h is well-defined and continuous. Hence h may be extended 
t0L.a map~~:aX,?R If !*6lX, then? f&&, f(p)==2 and f(A)ch(A-U)u 
sIis)~rQ 11. x encef~~andsincep=6,wehavep(y)=g(y)=Oandf”(+-- 
h(t) = 1. Hence F” separates points of acX -X, so cv& = aX by Theorem 2.1. 
3. Equivalent elemend of S(X). 
For each Fc C*(X), let CF denote the intersection of all members of V(X) 
which contain F; i.e., C’F =c rp {Cr 1 F c C,+}. Theorem 2.18 of [I], slightly restated, 
yields the following. 
3.1. Theerem (Chandler). A subset F crf C*(X) belongs to 9(X) if and only if 
CF E V(X), and this is true if and only if Cp E Y(X). Moreover, if CF == Ca E %((x’), 
then a& =.aX. 
From Theorem 3.1 we see that for any two sets F, G E 9(X), ar~X = a& if ant-I 
only if CF = Cd. This characterization of subsets of C*(X) which determine the 
same compactification of X is not very useful since it is so nearly a restatement of
the definition. It immediately implies the next result, however, which leads to a 
large number of useful sufficient conditions for sets F, G E 9(X) to determine the 
same compactification of X 
3.2. Theorem, Let 9 denote the collection of all subsets of C*(X). Suppose @ : 9 -+ 9 
is a function such that (1) F c Qi( r;l) for every F 6 P and (2) F c Ccp implies @(F) c Ca 
for every Ca E V(X). ?&en F atid a(F) determine the same compactificatioa f X 
whenever either of them is in 9(*Y). 
Proof. Conditions (1) and (2) readily imply that (CV 1 F c C,,} = (Cv 1 @j(F) c CV}, and 
hence CF = C&p1 for every F G 9. The result then follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.1. 
Two topologies are commanlv imposed on C*(X): the metric topology induced 
by the sup metric d (defined by &f, g) = s&l f (x) - g (x)1 : x E Xl), and the cowact- 
open topology, having as a sub-basis the collection of all sets of the form WA, U) = 
is a compact subset of X and U is an open subset 
of R, For reasons to be made Gear leer, we deal almost exclusively with the metric 
This is not ma notation, but we will use (C*(X), co.) 
We now consider the following functiona defined ati @: 
(1) cl(F) is the closure of F in C*(X), with the sup metric; W, ‘usudly ,write: 
cl(F) = R 
(2) M(F) is the set of all functions of the form 4 * f, where f~ F and 4 is a 
map of 
(3) R (F) is the set of all Functions g in C*(X) such that for some f~ F, g@ and 
p agree on the remainder /?X -X. 
3.3. Theorem. Each of the functions cl, M, R defined caboue satisjies the conditiuns 
of Tlieorem 3.2. 
Proof. It is evidel it that condition (1) is satisfied by each of these functions, and 
it is also evident hat condition (2) is satisfied by the function M. 
To see that cl(F) = P satisfies condition (2), suppose F c C, and mte that for 
each g E F, there is a sequence ( fi) of elements of F converging uniformly to g; the 
sequence [fi) is then a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space C(crX) and 
hence { /“) converges to some function h : d 3 R. Clearly h IX = g SO g q Ca, lFi[ence 
k Ca. 
Next, suppose F c Ca and g E R(F). Let f be an element of F such that g@.}@X - 
X=fP@X-X.Defineafur~tion h onaX by h(x)=g(n)forxEX,k(x)=f*(X) 
for x E aX -X. It is easily seen that ga = h 0 WE, and since gB is continuous and 
7tt is a quotient map, it follows that h is continuous. Since k : Cux + II3 and h 1%’ = g, 
g E CU. EIence R(F) t Ca. 
It is well known that C*(X) is a (locally convex, normed) linear topolagical space 
with respect o the metric topology and the usual operations of addition and scalar 
multiplication of real functions, and that with respect o these operations and 
pointwise multiplication of functions, C*(X) is a ring (in fact, a t=&ilmmutatiwe real 
algebra with identity). A subset of C*(X) which is closed with respect o t~he ring 
operations is called a subring or an algebra in C*(X). 
For each F c C*(X), we let &(r;l) denote the intersection of all algebras in C*(X) 
which contain E It is easy to see that d(P) is an algebra in C*(X), and also that 
tie function .d satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2. 
We now know that if # denotes any one of the functions cl, M, R, d then for 
F, G E 9(X), @(F) = @(G) implies cv& = C&Y; the converse implication dots ilot 
hoId for any of these functions, however, and indeed, it is clear that only hr the 
function Fc-, C’F does the converse hold. Since any composition of functions atisfy- 
ing the conditions of Theorem 3.2 also satisfies these conditions, the question arises 
whether any composition of these “intrinsically” defineti functionsd, M$ R, & will 
yield the “extrinsically” defined function F - C’p It will & shown below that, with 
some additional conditions on F, cl 0 al does so. We have been unable to’ decide 
would serve n The 
3.4, Thecprem. Suppose F E 8(X) and a)Fx = crX. If F separates points and contains 
a non-zero constant function, then m = C,. 
prodt. Let G =c9rz(F). By Theorems 3.3 and 3.2, G c CQ and since G is an algebra 
in C*(X), it easily follows that G” is an algebra in C(aX), Suppose h E G” and 
let (gr} be a sequence of elements of G converging uniformly to h. Since gq 1 X = g;, 
it fbbw ttiak{&~ convergeis uriif~imly to g = h 1 X. Since g E d = G and h is an 
extension ofg to CYX, h ‘= g4 i G*. Heace G” is closed in C(LUX). 
Since F sejx&eS points of X, so does F*, and since a& = arX, Theorem 2.1 
implies that F” separates pokps of aX -X. It follows that F” separates points of 
Iwx, and since FO’ c 0”;. G” separates points of CUX. 
Hence G” is a closed subalgebra of C(aX) which separates points and contains 
a non-zero constant function. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, G” = C(aX). So 
for each h E Cm, h” E Ga and therefore h E G, which shows that G = Ca, as required. 
The follow&g lemma will be needed in the proof of Corollary 3.6. 
3.5. Lemmia. If G E 9(X) andFisasubsetof C*(X) such tha& 3 G, then F E Y(X). 
In pwticuhr, F E Y(X) implies F E 9(X). 
Proof. Suppose A is a closed subset of X and p E X -A. Let g be an element of 
G such that g(p) & m and let E = p(gfp), g(A), where p is the Euclidean metric 
on IR. Since F 3 G, there is an fe F such that d(f, g) < ie, and it easily follows that _ - 
f@Miz 
3.6. Cotdlaty. Suppose F is an element of 93 (X) which separates points and contains 
a non-zero constant funMan. If F is closed with respect o the ring operations in 
C”(X), then p E Y(X). 1-t is nut sufficient to assume only that &’ ir closed with respect 
to the vector operations, or only that Fis closed with respect to multiplication in C”(X). 
Proof. If F is closed with respect o the ring operations, then d(F) = F and hence, 
by Theorem 3.41 i% %(X) and hence FE 9’(X). Lemma 3.5 then implies that 
FE 54(X). 
Now let X = IF8 and let FO denote the set of all constant maps of X into IR. Let 
FP~~EC*W)I~(Q)=O, f(l)=k f(2)=& 
and let F denote the linear subspace of C*(X) spanned by FO u F,. Let p = 2 E X 
and A = [O, l] c X. To see ihat no element of F separates p and _i, let f = A 1 f 1 + A 2 fi, 
with AI, AZ E iR and fr, f2E FO 4% If both fl and fi belong to E;;, then f(O) = 0, 
f(1) = Al + AZ and f(Z#(ll +-AZ). Hence f(2) is between (or coincides with) f(0) 
and f(1), and it follows that (2) HVP, 11). ~i~ilar~y~ if fi E FO 1, or 
flV fi E F-0, then f(2) E: f([O, I]). f(p) E f W for every f E E $0 Fg 
F’1 ={fEC*(X)lf(Q)=O,f(~)=lrfQ2)fr0,11) 
7, id / I 
~‘=A~(F~~F~)=:{~~~AE~,~EF~UF~}. 
Ir: L:- &SP that F’ is closed with respect o multiplication in C”(X). If f = At is any 
~WM anstant function in F’, then f(0) = 0, f(1) = A and f(2) = tA for wmet t E [Q, 11, 
$iu 3 ‘.:, 3 f(2) is between (or coincides with) f (0) andf(1). Hence, as above, ,Jq’ B 9(X). 
‘I”\ “: following theorem is a consequence of a result given in [s, p. 3OI., kobkm 
3.12...:l(e)]. 
3.7. Theorem (Engelking). SLspaose B is a closed subring of C”(X) wrataining all 
constant functions. If P E 9’(X) and CUX = epX, then P = Ca. 
Applying Theorem 3.4 with F = P immediately establishes Theorem 3,7. To 
obtain Theorem 3.4 from Theorem 3.7 however, would seem to require a direct 
proof of the first part of Corollary 3.6, and the examples given in the second part 
of that coro!lary suggest that some subtlety might be required for this. 
It was noted earlier (see Theorem 3.3) that P c Ca whenever F c: C, ; in particular, 
each CB is closed with respect o the metric topology on e(X). Quite a different 
situation obtains if the compact-open topology is used instead. 
3.8. Theorem. Each Ca E V?(X) is 4ense i.4 (C*(X), c.o.). If X is locdy c~rnp~c~ 
and Cm f C*(X), then the complement of C* is also dense in (C*(X), LO.). 
Proof. Let G = r\:, 1 G(Ai, UJ be a basic open set in (C*(X), c.o.):; i.e., each A, 
is a compact set in X, each Wj is an open set in IR, and for each i, 
G(AI, ui) = (g E C*(X) 1 g(A) C vi) 
Suppose G z 0 and let ga be an element of G. Let A =;cfyml Ai and let h = g*lA, 
It follows as in the groof of Corohary 2.3 that for each C,, there: is 8 function 
f E Co such that flA = h. Hence for each i, f(Aj) = go(AJc Ui, sofa t.5. “&US every 
nonempty open set in (C*(X), c.o.) intersects Ca, so C, is dense in (C*(X), c.Q.). 
Suppose X is locally compact and Ca f C”(X). Let f be an element of C”(X) 
which cannot be extended to crX and, as before, let G = ny,, O(Ai, Ui) be a 
nonempty basic open set in (C*(X), c.o.). Let A = iJ~_, Ai and let ~(0 be an element 
0: G. 
Since X is locally compact, PX -X is closed in ,@X and since A is compact, 
3.3 atid 32 shoiriv: that h cannot betlang to C, since f does nrot, Thus every nonernpty 
opmt set in (e(X), CAB.) intersects the complement of Ca, as required, 
&oIu?E 1. It might ,be noted that the first part of Theorem 3& together with ._ ‘ 
Tbe~rts~~ -3.4 (baq&on the ciy&ai St&e-Weientrasg theorem), gives a result for 
(C*Q&C.O.) analogous toPugqndji% very general version of the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem, for (c(X),c,~~) tmd with no restrictions on X [4, p, 2823. The first part 
of Theor&m 3.8 is, in fact, a consequence of Dugundji’s theorem and the fact that 
each CI1 is un algebra in C*(X) which separates points and contains all constant 
fun&tins, 
@&AC 2. it h as b een pointed out to us that the arguments of this section give 
similar results for vector lattices. Specifically, if for ear:1 F = C”(X), ‘V(F) denotes 
the intersection of all vector lattices in C*(X) which contain F, then the function 
V satisfies the *conditions of Theorem 3.2, and results analogous to 3.4, 3.6 and 
3.7 hold in a vector lattice setting. 
Remark 3. It has also been suggested that the function M2 : 9 + 4p defined by 
M2(F) = {rq 0 (L g)lf, 8 E F, Q E C(R2, WI 
might be useful. In particular, M2 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.2. Since 
for elach F c C*(X), M2(F) =&(F), cl 0 M2 is a better candidate for the function 
sought in the remarks preceding Theorem 3.4 than cl 0 J& Unfortunately, it is not 
clear whether or not cl0 M2 has the desired properties without imposing the 
additional conditions on F given in Theorem 3.4. 
4. Cardinalittes of determining sets 
Recall that the weight, w(Z), of a topological space 2 is the minimum cardinality 
of a basis for Z. For convenience in stating the results of this section, we introduce 
three additional cardinal functions: for each compastification euX of X, e(c~X), 
e(cuX) and b(sX) will denote the minimum cardinality of sets in Y(X), 8(X) and 
g(X), respectively, which determine arX. The relation P’(X) c @Y(X) c 9 (X) implies 
that b(cuX) s e(tuX) G s(crX) for every c.& 
4.1. Theorem, For every compactification CYX of X and every cardinal number M, 
b(arX) s m if and only if there is a map of CWX irrto I” which is I- 1 on aX -X. 
rd. If b(rxX)gm, there is an FE !ZB( such that Ii”1 6 m and aFX = cu.%?. Let 
G = .PQ. The evaluation map ec : crX + is continuous and since G separates 
points of @X-X, ea is 1-1 on CUX-X. Since IFI s m, I&J is homeomorphic to a 
subset of I”‘, and the existence o ,map of aX into I” follows i i- 
ately. 
CQnverseiy, sugqwse rb) :aX + I” is a map which is l-l on ux -X. tit I” = 
n{~~ICLEM),~thIM’1=rnanaX~ = I for each yl. IEor g E A& let sti : Im+ l” be the 
projection map and let fW = T$% 0 4 :c& + P,, c R. If y and z are distinct points 
of &-X, then b(y) z&(r) and hence for some p, n;@(y))# n,(#(.z)); i.e., 
fjlo%&Z)* TkB if G=@#&Icr E .!!I, then G separates points of asx’: -X; if 
6’ is the set of all restrictions to X of elements of G, then FQ = G and Theorem 
2.1 implies that crfi = aX. Since IF f = III, it fc~llows that b(a) G m. 
4.2. Theorem. T%e inequalities e(aX) s e(aX) s w (cuX) md b(aX) s w (aX -Xl 
always hold. If s(aX) is it$nite, s(aX) = w (aX), and if e(aX) is infinite, e(aX) = 
s(aX) = w(aX); if b(txX) is infinite and X is locally compact, then U(cxX) = 
w(aX -AT). 
Pmof. Let w(&) = BAR and let $i be a basis fvsr CWX with Iti1 = tn. For each pair 
1 U, V) of elements of % wirth 0 c V, let g : aX + !R be a bounded map such that 
~(0) = 0 and g(aX- V) = 1, and let G denote the collection of all functions so 
obtained. Clearly, 167’ = tot and G separates points and closed sets in & If 
F = (g 1 X : g E G), then F siepslrates points and closed Sets in X; since F” = G, 
Theorem 2.1 implies that e,&’ = arX. Hence &X)s w(cuX). Since e(crX)sa(cxX) 
always holds, this establishes; the Wst inequality. 
Now let m= w(aX-X). Let Y =cuX-X and yY =cuX-X. It can be shown 
15, p. 225, Problem 3.5.F] that Y has a compactification VY e yY with w(qY) = m. 
By the inequality just established, s(T~Y) s nt and hence there is a set G e P’(Y) 
such that IG] s wt and eG Y = ~7 Y. If g E G, then g has an extension to q Y and 
hence, since yY 3 q Yt g can also be extended to y Y; since rY is a closed subset 
of c~X, g can be further extended to a map b : aX -) R. If F = (d IX : g E G), then 
jF[ s m and Fc Ca. Since F* =(dlgE:G) and for each geG, dIaX-X=g, it is 
clear that F” separates points of arX -X and hence ac~cX = arX by The0re.m 2.1. 
Thus a-Y is determined by a subset of C*(X) with cardinality sm = w (arX -X), 
so b(aX) s W (aX - .X). 
If s(aX) = m 2 No, then aX is embeddable inI” and henc’: w (ruX) s w (f”) = m = 
ekrX). Since also e(erX) s w(aX), it follows that e(crX) = w(crX) whenever ~(EYX) 
is infinite. The same argument shows that if e(ctX) is infinite, then e(cuX) = w(~yX); 
since e(aX) d ps(cuX) 5~ w(aX) always holds, we have e(d) = e(cuX) = w (OX) if 
e&U is infinite. 
pose X is locally compact and b(trX) = tn 2 NO. By Theorem 4.1, there is a 
map 4 : CUX + f”’ which is 1-1 on crX -X. Since X is locally compact, CUX -X is 
compact and hence 4 1 CUX - X is an embedding. It follows, as above, that w(aX - 
X) d m and hence b(arX) = w(arX -X). 
ax 2 yx, ) I”s 
each case, he c 
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PrcMf. l3yTheQrem 42i if .&2X) is infinite, then s(cuX) = w (cIX), Since [5, Theorem 
3.L22] a.X * yX implies w(aX) 3 w(yX), and w(yX) 2 e(yX) always holds, the 
first inequality is immediate, Similarly, if aX * yX and e(L) is Mnite, then 
o(crX);ae(yX). The third inequality, when X is not assumed to be locally compact, 
requires more argument* 
SUP~OWZ CUX -” yX and b(luX) = nt 2 No. Let h = n;: ax-, yX, and let 3 = 
{!?(x)/x E 7X) and 5?& = {K*(x)Ix E TX-X}. By Theorem 4.1, there is a map 
f:aX,*lm which is l-l on qX-X Let Y=f(aX), an6 let 9V1 ={f(G)IGtz %l,) 
al;~d~=J&u{{y}~y~ Y-lJ2&). 
Since each element of 9?- @I is a singleton, it follows that for each G E 3, f(C) 
is a subset of some element of 2E Nloreover, since each element of %!J1 is contakd 
i); cuX -X and fl is l-l on .rrX -X, the images under f of distinct elements of I g1 
are disjoint elements of %I. Hence, in particular, 2 is a decomposition of Y into 
disjoint co,mpact sets. Let 2 = Y/2 and let p : Y -a2 be the quotient map. We 
first show that p is closed, so that 2 is a Hausdorff space. 
Consider any closed subset B of Y and let B’=p-‘p(B), A =f-‘(B) and A’ = 
h%(A). The fact that the image under f of any element of % lies in an element 
of JV implies that f(h”h (x)) ‘= p-‘p(f(x)) for each x E Cxx, and hence f( h -I h (A )) c 
p-‘p(f(A)), or f(A’) c B’. Also, if y E B’ - B, then H = p-*p(y ) is a non-degenerate 
element of %!, so M = *f(G) for some G E 31; since H A B # 0, G n A # 0 and hence 
G t A’, so y Ed. Hence f(A’) = B’. Since h is G closed map, A’ = h-‘h (A) is 
closed in crX and therefore compact, so E?’ is closed in Y. Hence pvlp(B) is closed 
in Y for every closed set 13 c Y, and it follows that .p : Y + Z is a closed map. 
For each x E yX, let b(x) = p(f(h-l(x))); since h- ‘(x) E 9, f(h-‘(x)) is r,or.?ained 
in an element of %? and hence 4 (4~) isa point of 2. It is evident hat 4 0 h = p of, 
and since p of is continuous and h is a quotient map, it follows that 4 is continuous. 
If x1 and x2 are distinct points of yX --X, then h-‘(xl) and h-‘(x2) art3 riistinct 
ele,nents of %I and hence f(h-‘(xl)) and f(h-‘(x2)) are distinct e&rents of %‘, 
which implies that 4(x1) = 4(x2). Hence 4 : yX + 2 is l-l on yX --X. Since Y c I”, 
w(Y) 6 ~(1”) = m and since p(Y) = 2, it follows that ~~(25) s m. Hence Z is 
embeddable in I”, so by Theorem 4.1, b(yX) e m. Smce b(cuX) = m, we have 
b(aX) a b( yX), as required. 
We c >nclude with examples howing that the inequalities b(aX) s e(aX) s s(cuX) 
may be strict, that the non-finiteness conditions in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 are 
essential, and that local compactness i necessary in the last part of Theorem 4.2. 
e. Let X deno erval (0, 
) = 1, e(a 
It is deaf that 
e(aX) = 2 since f2 
of. Since the inclusion map of X into R and its extension to arX are embedding, 
the result is immediate. 
Remark. If e(aX) or e(aX) is finite, then aX is embeddable in a finite cubeand 
hence w (ax) s No. Similarly, if X is ‘locally compact and b(&Q is finite+ #req. 
w (ax -- X) G Na next example shows that, in the absence of loqi compactness, 
it is possible to have b(aX) fite and w (aX -X) = t. We conjekwe that b(aX) 8& 
implies w (ax -X) s c, but have not proved this.. (Note that by Theorem 4.1, 
b(aX) G No i-plies IaX - Xl G c, and hence w (ax -X) s 2’.) 
4,6. Exasnple. There exist a space X and a compactification CUX of X such that 
B(acX) = 1 and w(olX -X) = c. 
Proof, Let L denote [0,1] x [0, l] with the topology given by the lexkographic 
order: (x1, yI)< (~2,372) if and only if ~1 <x2, or XI=.XF~ and y1 e ~2. Let Z = 
.;(X,y)&iy=$j and let X=&2, axI==L+. The map 39~68 defined by 
h, Yl-0 = x is continuous,, Let f = flX, so that f* = j? Since p is l-l O~I aX -X 
(=Z), it fsllo ws from Theorem 2.1 that afX = aX and hence b(aX) = 1. Since 
CZX -X is a discrete space of cardinality c, w (ax -X) = t, 
.a. le. There exist a space X and a compactification aX of X such that 
B(aX) = & ant’ H$IYX -X) = c. 
oaf, Let L and Z be as in Example 4.6 a 
L and the Milbert cube Q = 1% Let J an 
eomorphic to 8. Let X f= (C -Z) (.I ( 
is dense in Q, X k dense in Y. Thus 
= 
As in Example 46, there is a map f :t -+4 which is l-l on Z. Following f by 
an embedding of P into J gives a map d, : L e+ Q such that #(L) c J and C$ is l-l 
on 2, and extending Qi to L u Q by the identity on Q gives a map @ : CLY L+ Q 
\iich;i& is l-1 cm 2 w K = catX -X By Theorem 4.1, this implies that b&x) G NO. 
B%Q~~) k r) <k~* then by Theorem 4.1 there is a map g:cuX+J” which is l-l 
on a,aY -;5”; ain@ K is a compact subset of aX - X, this implies that g (K) = K, 
which iq clearly impossible. Hence b(c\tX) = MO. Since arX -X = Z u M and w (2) = 
c, W(:YX -X) = 5. 
4.8, Exampk There exist a space X and compactifications CUX, yX of X such 
that aX > YX but b(crX) = e(aX) = s(arX) = 1 and b(yX) = e(yX) = s(+yX) = NO* 
Root Let 1, C and X be as in Example 4.5. Since every compact metric space is 
a continuous image of C = CUX - X, it follows ES, p. 223, Theorem 3.5.11 that X 
has a (metric) compactitication yX G crX such that 7X -X is infinite dimensional. 
It was noted in Example 4.5 that b(cwX) = e(lrX) = B((YX) = 1. Since yX and 
yX -X are infinite dimensional compact metric spaces, they can be embedded in 
the Hilbert cube but not in any finite dimensional cube, and it follows that 
~~yX)=e(yX)=s(yX)=Eeo 
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